Birthday Box
Program
CELEBRATING DIGNITY ONE PARTY AT A TIME

Bella and Marie

Welcome!
After our family lost a beloved
daughter/sister/niece, Brooke, we
wanted to ensure that her "light" would
always shine. The inspiration for
Brooke It Forward came from an
unexpected source - a young girl in
Kentucky.

Brooke Posey,
Age 17

While only in 1st grade, Bella realized that not all of her classmates could
afford birthday parties. For nearly three years now, Bella has been providing
birthdays for other kids. The idea is deceptively simple - fill a "shoebox" with
the basics for a birthday party and share with a child in need.
With Bella's blessing, we delivered 20 "birthday boxes" on June 12, 2019 in
honor of what would have been our Brooke's 20th birthday. The boxes made
a huge impact and the need far exceeded 20 boxes. The Brooke It Forward
Foundation was born.
In hindsight, it is so easy to see. A birthday is more than just a birthday especially when you are a kid. Birthdays matter!
Brooke It Forward is grateful to play a role in celebrating the dignity and
uniqueness of all children by celebrating their birthdays.
Love and sprinkles,
Marie
Founder/Director/Mother
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Mission Statement:
The Brooke It Forward Foundation is dedicated to
shoebox-sized acts of kindness providing “birthday
boxes” to children whose birthdays might
otherwise be overlooked due to placement in
foster care, displacement as a result of disaster,
domestic
violence, poverty, or other
WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM
circumstances.

What is a
"Birthday
Box"?
Simply, a "birthday box" is a shoeboxed-sized container that is filled
with the essentials for celebrating a
party. To the essentials, we ensure
that each box includes a small gift
and extras for the birthday kid. The
goal is that each child feel special
when they open their boxes.
What makes the Birthday Box
Program so attractive:
It is simple. Anyone, ages 2 to
102, can assemble boxes.
It is hands-on. Volunteers get an
opportunity to work on a project
that is given directly to the
children.
It is affordable. The basic box
can be assembled for around $10
to $15
It is fun! Volunteers have fun
shopping for goodies for the box.
The kids have FUN opening the
boxes!
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Box Basics

1.

The core of each
Birthday Box is the basics:
one package of cake mix,
one container of icing, a
package of candles, a
package of beverage-sized
birthday napkins, and a
package of dessert-sized
birthday plates.

2.

This is where you
can get creative! Add snacks,
toys, games, and other
treats that will make
birthday child feel special.
Some ideas from past boxes:
markers, glow sticks, fidget
spinners, gummy bears,
Biscoff cookies, pretzels,
small notebooks, bubbles,
and games.

3.

Be sure to leave
space to add special items
provided by the Brooke It
Forward Foundation. These
items will change from
time-to-time in order to
keep the boxes fresh.
However, each box will
include some small goodies
(e.g. pens and bracelets), a
gift (e.g. earbuds) an ice
cream scoop, a birthday
card, and the BIFF custom
mixed ice cream sprinkles.

Where can I find this stuff?
The box basics can be found in stores and online
with retailers such as:

Target
Party City
Hobby Lobby

Walmart
Michaels
Oriental Trading
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Volunteers

V

olunteers, as with almost all programs, are the life-blood of making
Birthday Boxes work. A key step to kicking off a successful Birthday Box Program is to
establish a network of volunteers headed by as strong leader or team of leaders.
Responsibilites of LV
Coordinate with the Center regarding
number of boxes needed and
maintaining an "inventory" of boxes
Coordinate with groups/individuals
who want to assemble boxes
Coordinate with Community
Partners who act as collection sites
for goods for boxes and/or completed
boxes
Ensure that all boxes are complete
and consistent before delivery to the
Center
Coordinate with general
volunteers who can help with all of
the above
Coordinate with BIFF to keep an
inventory of BIFF items for the boxes

What to look for in a good Lead
Volunteer?
Someone who is already involved with
your mission.
Someone who has already satisfied the
requirements (or is willing to become)
a "Trusted Volunteer" by completing
Darkness to Light, a background
check, and any other requirements of
your agency. (This may vary by
agency)
Someone who has expressed interest
in doing more.

Choose a Lead Volunteer who will excel
as an ambassador for the program and

Walmart
Michaels
your agency!
WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM
Oriental Trading
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Community Partners
CURRENT COMMUNITY PARTNERS
WANT NEW WAYS TO SUPPORT YOUR
MISSION
All agencies are thankful for the monetary support provided by Community Partners
(e.g. community businesses). Yet, so often those Partners seek additional
opportunities to help. They really want a chance to provide in ways that benefit the
children directly. Given the sensitive nature of your core mission, this isn't always
possible.

Birthday Boxes solve this problem!
Birthday Boxes provide an ongoing opportunity for Partners (like Volunteers) to
become involved beyond financial assistance and without placing Partners in the
position of choosing one or the other. They can do both!

Simple Ways to
Engage Partners
Host a "Birthday Bash" (or two or
three) as part of their corporate giving
and/or team building throughout the
year
Become a Collection Site allowing
BIFF to place a collection bin at their
location(s) so that the general public
can drop off goods
Provide space for volunteers to use to
assemble and store boxes
Provide Volunteers

Sources of Additonal
Community Partners
Civic and professional groups (e.g.
Kiwanas, leads groups)
Social Groups (e.g. Mardi Gras
Krewes, tennis teams, pickle ball
leagues)
Businesses (especially those who have
supported your Center in the past)
(e.g. Realtors, Insurance Agents,
Salons, Banks, Shops)
Religious Groups
Schools and academic clubs
Sororities/Fraternities
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The Center

T

he goal of the Program is to provide the Centers with a valuable and FUN
opportunity without putting undue burden on already overworked staffs. However, the
Program needs some help - particularly in the beginning - in order to succeed.
You are an invaluable source for recruiting a strong Lead Volunteer (or team of LVs)
and for identifying Community Partners who are looking for hands-on ways to
supplement the financial support they already provide.
Ongoing, the Program needs at least one staff member to act as the liaison with BIFF
and the LV Individual/Team.

Key Aspects of the Center's Role:
Vet the LV Team
Introduce Community Partners to the Program
Identify the Center's need for boxes updating the LV Team
quarterly or as needed
Track and report the number of boxes delivered
Promote the Program through Social Media posts and other media
as makes sense
Encourage and educate caregivers on the value and importance of
baking a cake together with the child and celebrating their birthday

and . . .
Hand out boxes!
WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM
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BROOKE IT FORWARD WANTS
YOU TO SUCCEED!
Brooke It Forward Foundation will work with your agency to establish and launch the
Birthday Box Program. We will work with your volunteer team to get the Program up and
running. As your Program becomes established, we will remain in a support role to ensure
the continued success of the Program.

Every child deserves to be celebrated!
We will work with you to determine which methods for collecting a steady stream of boxes
will work best for your agency within your community. As the Program evolves, we continue
to seek new ways to support the agencies we service. Currently, the BIFF website is being
updated to include pages for promoting your agency's program. And we are adding a
separate area to provide support for Lead Volunteers and Agency Liaisons.

Key Aspects of BIFF's Role:
Work with Agency Liaison to id Lead Volunteers and Community
Partners to engage in the Program
Promote the "Birthday Bin" Collection Program within your
community (See Flyer - Appendix B)
Train and Support your Lead Volunteers
Provide BIFF gifts and birthday cards to complete boxes assembled
by volunteers and donors
Promote Your Program through Social Media and on our website
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How much will this cost?
The Birthday Box Program is supported through
volunteers, donors, and the support of the Brooke It
Forward Foundation. We are not interested in siphoning
precious funds from your ongoing programs. We simply
ask for your support in getting the program established
and promoting it in your newsletters, websites, and
social media.

How are boxes delivered to the Center?
The Lead Volunteer in each area will be responsible for
coordinating deliveries of the boxes. Often, particularly
groups, want a photo op. In those cases, the LV would
work with the Center to ensure that the delivery is
scheduled for an appropriate time that doesn't interfere
with ongoing operations.

What if a donor shows up with boxes?
Bet on it! This is going to happen as some point. Accept
the boxes with a smile. If the boxes do not look complete,
then call your LV to help fill them out before putting
them into your inventory.

Will all boxes be the same?
No. Each box will be slightly different. However, the goal
is that each box be consistent in terms of providing a
"wow" for the child receiving it. This is why we ask the LV
to ensure that each box is inspected prior to delivery.

Are the boxes age/gender neutral?
We encourage volunteers and donors to make the boxes
as age and gender neutral as possible. Sometimes, they
will not be and you can hand those out as appropriate. As
the Program evolves, we'd like to tailor the boxes to each
agency's demographic.

Are any children excluded from the Program?
No. The Mission is geared toward touching the lives of
children in the hardest circumstances. If a child has
entered the doors of your Center, they qualify. We do not
want to add any stress to their lives that might be caused
by excluding them from the Program.
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more good info
Boxes
The starting part of each Birthday Box begins with the box. For
consistency and ease of storage, there are two primary boxes
that work best for the program:
Sterlite 6 qt "shoe" box: These typically are found at Target or
Wal-Mart for about $1.00 each.
Bella Design 6.25 qt "shoe" box: These are found at Dollar
Tree. They are more colorful and fun than the Sterlite Boxes
but Tend to be more difficult to find. They also sell for about
$1.00.

Cake Supplies
Cake mix and icing are easily found wherever groceries are sold.
There are no restrictions on brand or flavor, though yellow or
white cake mixes tend to have more universal appeal. Known
allergens should be avoided where possible. The same is true for
icing.

The names of donors are
written on cards so that every
donor is recognized and every
child knows that his or her gift
comes from someone real.
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still

more good info
Party Supplies
Styles and prices for plates and napkins vary widely. In order to
keep the boxes gender and age neutral, a general birthday
"theme" is encouraged. Party City sells "value" birthday themed
items including 7" (dessert-sized) plates and beverage-sized
napkins for approximately $1.00 each. These are usually found
in stores only. The key for the plates and napkins is that they are
small so that they will fit in the boxes leaving room for the other
items.

Birthday Swag
BIFF will work with volunteers and CAC liaisons to provide
"extras" (see p. 2) for the boxes. There is space on the birthday
cards so volunteers who assemble the boxes may sign them. Our
goal is to change the BIFF items on a routine basis so that
children who may recieve boxes in consecutive years will not
feel like they receied the same box.
We are especially excited about the Brooke It Forward Custom
Srinkle Mix! The colors were chosen based upon the logo. Each
child receives a packet of sprinkles for their cake or to sprinkle
on ice cream.
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Share with Volunteers
Appendix A
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we need your help!

And it couldn't be
easier
A BIFF volunteer SETS UP a
collection container in your place of business..

Your clients (and potential clients)
FILL IT UP with essentials for the BIFF
birthday boxes.

A BIFF volunteer PICKS UP
the donated items.

The donations go into birthday boxes

that CHEER UP deserving children!

Contact us TODAY to help!
504-453-0752
Marie@BrookeItForward.org

Share to promote
BIFF "Birthday Bins"
WWW.WEBSITEHERE.COM
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Appendix B

To me there is no
picture so beautiful as
smiling, bright-eyed,
happy children; no
music so sweet as their
clear and ringing
laughter.
P.T. Barnum

For More Information:
504.453.0752
Marie@BrookeItForward.org

